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Transdisciplinary research involves the integration of measures and methods across diverse response systems and
levels of analysis, with that integration occurring via a synthesis of theories and models of different scientific
disciplines. This paper first discusses the need for transdisciplinary research. The paper then articulates a model to
guide the comprehensive evaluation of treatments for tobacco use and discusses how transdisciplinary research might
be integrated into this treatment evaluation model. The potential benefits and costs of a transdisciplinary approach
are discussed, along with selected research projects from the Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Centers.

Introduction

The goals of this paper are to provide a model for

how treatment of tobacco dependence may be studied

by using a transdisciplinary approach and how research

conducted at the NIH-funded Transdisciplinary

Tobacco Use Research Centers (TTURCs) ‘‘fits’’

with this model. We refer the reader to other

papers in this special issue for formal definitions of

transdisciplinarity, but for the present we will say

that transdisciplinary research is characterized by an

integration of measures and methodological ap-

proaches across different response systems and levels

of analysis (e.g., from subcellular to interpersonal

and social), with that integration occurring via a

synthesis of theories and models of different scientific

disciplines. It is not sufficient that diverse measures

be employed; rather, the rationale for their use must

reflect integration that emerges from different perspec-

tives characteristic of distinct knowledge bases—that is,

from the theoretical perspectives of distinct disciplines.

Therefore, an appraisal of transdisciplinarity requires

not only an examination of diverse measures and

methodological approaches (e.g., manipulations, types

of intervention) but also an examination of why these

were gathered or done and how they are interpreted.

Thus, appraisal of transdisciplinarity requires a deep

level of analysis and cannot be captured merely by

tabulating types of dependent measures used in a

research enterprise.

Goals and rationale for a transdisciplinary strategy

Based on research conducted over the past 20 to 30

years, there is increasing recognition that our scientific

disciplines represent pragmatic social constructions

that do not, in fact, study discrete, independent

facets of nature. That is, although we may sequester

ourselves, our papers, and our sources of financial

support into discipline-defined departments, journals,

and grant review panels, diseases and disorders

recognize no such boundaries. Mounting research

shows striking reciprocal relations (i.e., mutual

influences) among thought patterns, emotions, social

factors, biochemical/physiologic reactions, genes,

immunologic responses, and brain activity in the

etiology and maintenance of diseases and disorders.

For instance, there is substantial evidence that

psychological stressors lead to a host of physiologic

reactions, such as increased heart rate and blood
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pressure, and that these, in turn, appear to lead

to a variety of pathophysiologic changes, including

damage to the endothelium, making it susceptible

to inflammation and lipid deposition, and myocardial

ischemia (Fuster, Badimon, Badimon, & Chesebro,

1992; Kop, Gottdiener, & Krantz, 2001; Manuck,

1994). These, in turn, lead to increased vulnerability

to coronary artery disease. Not only do individual

differences in phasic stress reactivity lead to coronary

artery disease, but the influence of these phasic events

is potentiated by more global person-factors, such

as socioeconomic status, and affective or psycho-

pathologic syndromes, such as hostility and depres-

sion (Lynch, Everson, Kaplan, Salonen, & Salonen,

1998; Smith & Ruiz, 2002). It is also clear that

myocardial infarction (MI) and other serious cardiac

events can, in turn, cause depression (Hays, Marshall,

Wang, & Sherbourne, 1994). How heart disease

subsequently and reciprocally influences affect (e.g.,

through restriction of activities and reinforcement, or

through fear of death) and then again how post-MI

affect further influences heart disease (e.g., failure to

adhere to dietary, exercise, or medication regimens,

and so on) are topics of considerable current research

(Smith & Ruiz, 2002). The emerging picture, however,

is that coronary heart disease (and other diseases as,

well) results from a cascade of reciprocal relations

among biological, psychological, social, and societal

influences—all played out against a backdrop of

genetic strengths and vulnerabilities (e.g., Hays et al.,

1994). Current knowledge about the origins of heart

disease makes a powerful argument for characterizing

the interplay of diverse forces or influences over time.

Research on addictive disorders suggests similarly

complex causal relations, amenable to diverse levels of

analysis. For instance, there is mounting evidence of a

strong genetic influence on personality factors, such

as impulsivity (behavioral undercontrol), that mark a

heightened risk of addiction (Slutske et al., 2002).

Moreover, researchers have recently demonstrated

strong interactive effects between socioregional envi-

ronments and the genetic influences on adolescent

alcohol use (Dick, Rose, Viken, Kaprio, & Koskenvuo,

2001), with a four- to five-fold difference in the

magnitude of genetic effects between environmental

extremes. Additionally, the transgenerational impacts

of parental drinking are blunted by children’s

autonomic reactions (suppression of vagal tone) to a

psychological stressor (El-Sheikh, 2001).

Examples such as those cited above suggest that

diseases/disorders cannot be properly understood

without assessing them both from different theoretical

perspectives and across different levels of analysis,1

and with integration across these dimensions. We

further assert that treatment must be studied from

such a transdisciplinary perspective because the

complexity and multifaceted natures of diseases/

disorders are affected by treatments that themselves

have complex, multifaceted impacts—influencing

neuropharmacology, metabolism, cognition, social

relations, behavior, and so on. Moreover, all of

these actions may be modulated by individual differ-

ences that themselves may reflect genetic, personality/

temperament, socioeconomic, and learning history

influences (and others, as well; see Comings et al.,

1997; Hatsukami, Skoog, Allen, & Bliss, 1995;

Lerman & Berrettini, 2003; Lerman & Niaura, 2002;

Perkins, 2001; Piasecki, Fiore, & Baker, 1998; Sabol

et al., 1999; Zelman, Brandon, Jorenby, & Baker,

1992). Finally, this multidisciplinary approach not

only cuts across multiple disciplines and levels of

analysis in the development of innovative treatments

but also demands a multidisciplinary approach to

anticipating and addressing issues related to the

clinical integration and delivery of these new treatments.

Not only are we concerned with integrating

methodological approaches and measures, but trans-

disciplinary research also requires that we address

fundamental differences in perspectives and values

underlying these methodological approaches. For

example, transdisciplinary groups working in a

variety of areas have grappled with the values

embedded in the choice of research design and

strategies, and with contrasting intellectual starting

points regarding the role of biology, social context,

and behavior (Schrecker, Acosta, Somerville, &

Bursztajn, 2001) in addiction, as well as in other

conditions. A recent paper by Schrecker and col-

leagues (2001) articulates the importance of using

multiple, diverse research methods and the importance

of analyzing core methodological assumptions—that

is, background assumptions about how the world

works, which are unavoidably embedded in the choice

of research design and strategies. These assumptions

may have significant ethical implications when they

are embodied in research leading to findings that are

1 The term levels of analysis is related to transdisciplinarity
but is distinct from it. For instance, psychologists may
study intracellular events, responses captured by brain
images, overt behavior, interpersonal behavior, and group
behavior. Research done at these different levels of
analysis would certainly be associated with different
assessment approaches, methodologies, and assumptions.
In this sense, diversity in levels of analysis captures much
of what we mean by transdisciplinarity. Thus, in some
cases, intradiscipline differences can dwarf interdiscipline
differences. However, it is true that disciplines often bring
more to the table than differences in level of analysis and
attendant methodologies. For instance, the psychologist
studying group processes may make very different
assumptions, use different methods, and test different
theories than would cultural anthropologists, communica-
tion scientists, and sociologists who are also studying
group processes. Thus, when we use the term transdisci-
plinary, we mean that, ideally, the research enterprise
reflects a theoretical synthesis across distinct disciplines,
and that the researchers employ multiple levels of analysis.
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subsequently regarded as authoritative, whether in

clinical practice or in public policy (Schrecker et al.,

2001).

Given that treatments exert multifaceted, reciprocal

causal effects, and given that each discipline carries

with it certain biases and perspectives, we believe that

a transdisciplinary approach to tobacco treatment

evaluation and analysis will yield a fuller, more

comprehensive understanding of how treatments

exert their effects. This understanding, in turn, has

the potential to lead to:

1. More accurate predictions of treatment effects and

more accurate early markers of treatment response.

2. Greater cumulative progress in the development of

new and superior treatments.

3. Greater understanding of the range of treatment

effects across diverse outcomes and populations.

4. Greater understanding of issues related to the

clinical integration of new treatments.

5. Superior ability to match patients to optimal

treatments.

6. Greater understanding of how to spur treatment

seeking and treatment adherence among tobacco

users.

7. Richer theoretical models that reflect diverse

values, beliefs and conceptual assumptions of

various disciplines; and research designs that reflect

a methodological self-consciousness.

In sum, a transdisciplinary approach should facili-

tate the development of a rational basis for under-

standing, developing, and refining treatments for

tobacco dependence and use.

While a transdisciplinary approach, in theory,

should lead to greater research progress, it is impor-

tant to note that there are potential disadvantages to

this approach. These include: (a) The cost of each

research study could be potentially greater since

studies should involve relatively greater numbers of

investigators, measures, and so on, (b) The effort

to achieve breadth of analysis and integration may

encourage superficial investigation that does not

characterize particular mechanisms in a programma-

tic, focused manner, (c) Assembling transdisciplinary

research teams poses significant challenges. For

instance, to promote meaningful communication,

some team members may require training in different

disciplines. Or it may simply be very difficult to

identify compatible, highly competent colleagues

who value the contributions of different disciplines,

(d) The considerable investment of time and money

required for transdisciplinary research may decrease

an investigator’s ability to assess objectively the worth

or status of a treatment or study. In any event,

at present, transdisciplinarity is a promissory note.

This approach itself requires study to determine

whether it is cost-effective, relative to traditional

approaches, in terms of yield of research advances and

progress.

A conceptual model for the transdisciplinary analysis

of tobacco dependence treatment research

Figure 1 depicts a treatment appraisal model. The

model is not wholly unique, nor is it uniquely relevant

to a transdisciplinary perspective. However, we will

use this model to illustrate the potential benefits of,

as well as challenges to, transdisciplinary integration.

Moreover, the model makes clear that a comprehen-

sive transdisciplinary treatment evaluation strategy

must be applied to the multiple facets of a treatment

Figure 1. Potential facets of tobacco treatment evaluation and possible interrelationships among the facets. The
figure depicts assessment or evaluation opportunities as a population of smokers is recruited for treatment, is treat-
ed, and then undergoes both short- and long-term reactions to treatment. The smoker’s status along the paths link-
ing treatment evaluation facets might be influenced both by individual differences among participants and by the
contexts including the smokers, the treatments, and the evaluation-enterprise.
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evaluation enterprise. A thorough appraisal of treat-

ments requires much more than a simple determina-

tion of efficacy. Treatments may be characterized

with respect to their appeal to the target population,

mechanisms of action, moderation by individual

differences, and so on, and all of these may be

affected by the contexts in which the patient and

treatments exist. It is important to recognize that all

such facets of treatment appraisal may be conceptua-

lized and researched from a transdisciplinary perspec-

tive. The TTURCs are performing research that

exemplifies some, but not all, components of the

model. In what follows, we will discuss the relevance

of the treatment appraisal model for transdisciplinary

tobacco treatment research, and will then present

examples of how TTURC research both within and

across TTURCs, is addressing the different facets of

this model.

Smoking population

Reading Figure 1 from left to right, it is apparent

that an informed analysis of a treatment requires an

analysis of the population available for treatment.

The population available for treatment is a product

of numerous factors. For instance, as with all other

elements of the model, population may be affected by

the macro and micro contexts that include members

of the population. No simple, clear-cut distinction

can be made between micro and macro contexts. The

distinction is used here merely to indicate the range or

continuum of contextual factors that might influence

model elements. For instance, the population of

smokers available at any one point in time might

reflect societal factors, such as prohibitions against

smoking and taxation levels, that would presumably

shrink the numbers and perhaps range of smokers

available for treatment. Contextual effects could also

be appraised at less global (more micro) levels—for

instance, a family’s interaction pattern (e.g., expressed

emotion; Wendel, Miklowitz, Richards, & George,

2000) might affect the development of smoking and

thus affect the population of smokers (albeit the effect

would be slight). The point here is that the appro-

priateness and potential applicability of treatment

cannot be gauged without considering the nature of

the smoking population to which treatment might

ultimately be applied. For instance, have smokers

become ‘‘hardened,’’ or more dependent, and there-

fore require more intense treatment? Or has the

population of smokers become less affluent or lower

SES and therefore requires inexpensive, very accessible

interventions?

One example of how the TTURCs are appraising

the nature of the smoking population is research

conducted at the University of Wisconsin TTURC

that is designed to yield a multidimensional and

continuous index of nicotine dependence (the

Wisconsin Index of Smoking Dependence Motives,

WISDM) (Piper et al. in press). A wide array of

indices, tapping multiple levels of analysis, will be

used to validate the WISDM, such as biochemical

assays, behavioral economic (demand elasticity)

response patterns, and clinical indices (e.g., relapse

vulnerability). Some of these indices are clinically

significant and some only theoretically significant;

however, all can be used to validate the WISDM since

all are unambiguously linked to dependence via a well-

articulated model of the dependence construct. The

WISDM has been administered to representative

populations of smokers in order to characterize the

level of nicotine dependence of smokers outside the

treatment context.

Participating population

Not every smoker in the population will enter or

participate in treatment. Treatment participation (i.e.,

the population that actually enters treatment) may be

influenced by several factors:

. Contextual factors may affect treatment participa-

tion across a range of conceptualizations of context.

At a societal level, participation may be spurred by

increases in the price of cigarettes or by stigmatiza-

tion of smoking and associated actions, such as

smoking bans and antismoking campaigns. At

a more proximal or micro level, a worried and

persistent spouse or child may similarly prod

treatment entry and participation. The transdisci-

plinary approach fosters a concern not only for

measuring ‘‘context’’ at different levels (e.g., socie-

tal, family) but also for considering how contextual

factors may work together to exert additive or

interactive effects in fostering receptivity or resis-

tance to treatment. For instance, one could study

the extent to which tobacco use in an individual’s

family might lessen the impact of more remote

societal influences that otherwise would encourage

participation.

. Individual differences could certainly affect which

tobacco users enter treatment. Researchers have

long studied how motivational factors, personal

health status, and socioeconomic factors might

influence the individual tobacco user’s likelihood

of entering treatment. Other factors might include

genotype, intelligence/educational status, coping

style, and so on.

. Treatment availability and accessibility no doubt

influence participation. Although this issue has

not been explored intensively, there is evidence

that individuals may be reluctant to enter lengthy

or demanding treatments (Fiore et al., 1990;

Lichtenstein & Hollis, 1992), while they are more

willing to use over-the-counter pharmacotherapy in

a self-directed quit attempt (Centers for Disease
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Control, 2000; Hu, Sung, Keeler, & Marciniak, 2000).

Moreover, type of treatment may exert effects that

cannot be explained by treatment intensity per se.

For example, some smokers remain interested in

hypnosis treatments despite an absence of support-

ing efficacy data (Fiore et al., 2000).

The above review reveals that there are numerous

opportunities to explore how individual features of

tobacco users render them more or less attracted

to treatments, and how this relationship could be

affected by the contexts that include both the

treatment and the individual. In closing, evaluating

treatments and their potential impacts will be

informed by analyses of how many and which sorts

of tobacco users can be engaged in treatment. In

addition, the development of strategies to enhance

treatment participation and exposure is a vital

intervention goal.

Several TTURCs are conducting research that is

designed to assess how features of treatment may

influence the nature of the presenting population. For

instance, the University of Minnesota TTURC will

investigate whether an altered treatment goal influ-

ences smokers’ interest and participation in treatment.

Specifically, these investigators will assess whether

reducing tobacco toxin exposure, or a harm reduction

treatment (strategies designed to permit continued

nicotine intake but with reduced health risk),

encourages a greater number of smokers or different

types of smokers to enter treatment (Lemmonds,

Mooney, Reich, & Hatsukami, in press). Moreover,

Minnesota researchers will determine whether interest

in potential exposure reduction products is moderated

by individual differences such as information

processing style (Tiffany, 1990). Other TTURCs are

addressing the question of how to induce a greater

portion of the smoking population to enter treatment.

For instance, the University of Wisconsin TTURC

retains an abstinence treatment goal but offers one

treatment, Quitting Smoking for Life, over the Internet

(Gustafson et al., 1999). Perhaps more smokers will

participate in treatment or use it at higher rates, if

treatment is available in-home, 24 hours per day, and

the type and amount of involvement are under a

smoker’s control.

Treatment

The range of efficacious/effective treatments certainly

provides fodder for transdisciplinary research. For

instance, some treatments directly alter neuropharma-

cology through the use of medications, while others

involve verbal psychotherapy aimed at changing

behaviors and cognitions thought to promote tobacco

use. Others involve changing reinforcement contin-

gencies for drug use (e.g., by exacting a monetary cost

for drug use), and still others involve changing social

systems (e.g., engineering social support). In addition,

treatments may have different end points, since some

aim to increase interest in quitting rather than quitting

success per se, and others may aim to reduce, not

curtail, an individual’s level of tobacco exposure.

Finally, it is important to note that not every

treatment is targeted at every smoker. Thus, some

treatments may be designed for the pregnant tobacco

user, the heavily dependent tobacco user, or the

adolescent tobacco user.

Not only are treatment elements different, but this

diversity is reflected in the various mechanisms that

are thought to underlie treatment impacts. Moreover,

there is substantial evidence that the most efficacious

treatments are multifaceted—that is, they involve

pharmacotherapy and a variety of psychosocial

interventions (e.g., Fiore et al., 2000). Thus, a well-

informed appraisal of treatments and their hypothe-

sized mechanisms is fostered by knowledge of

neurochemistry, social psychology, cognitive behavior

therapy, learning theory, and other literatures.

Although most intensive tobacco use treatments are

multifaceted, their constituents are typically deter-

mined by happenstance and tradition rather than by a

transdisciplinary analysis of which treatments should

complement one another. One promise of a transdis-

ciplinary approach is that diverse treatments could, in

theory, be combined on the basis of complementary

modes of action. Integrating research and theory

from neuropharmacology, psychology, economics,

etc., could foster novel treatment combinations.

Thus, understanding how a pharmacotherapy affects

neurotransmitter systems could suggest ideal behav-

ioral adjuvants. For example, the fact that bupropion

exerts dopaminergic effects suggests that it may

reverse withdrawal-associated anhedonia (Harrison,

Liem, & Markou, 2001). Thus, it is possible that

bupropion would work well with a behavioral

treatment that exposes individuals to pleasurable

activities. This particular example is offered merely

to illustrate how a transdisciplinary approach may

make novel treatment combinations available for

research evaluation. Since the transdisciplinary inte-

gration of treatment elements is in its infancy,

compelling models or data are not yet available.

One vital dimension of treatment evaluation con-

cerns the micro and macro contexts in which

treatments must be implemented and exist. Micro

contexts might include characteristics of the health

care or clinical setting that might affect the likelihood

that new treatments will be offered, or the presence

of preexisting treatments with which a new treatment

must be integrated. Macro contexts might include the

policies of insurers to pay for/reimburse treatments or

state–provided treatments such as quit lines. In short,

micro and macro contexts can either facilitate or

hamper the realization of benefits that might ensue

from a new treatment.
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In anticipating and addressing micro and macro

issues likely to affect clinical integration of new

treatments, Shortell, Gillies, Anderson, Erickson, and

Mitchell (1996) identify four domains: strategic,

structural, cultural, and technical. The strategic

domain emphasizes the recognition by leaders in

the health care delivery system that integration and

standardization of a new treatment or guideline across

the system are essential for long-term clinical and

financial success. The structural domain addresses the

capacity of the organizational system to support the

integration and dissemination of new practices or

guidelines, including creating financial incentives and

organizational structures that promote organizational

learning and its dissemination. The cultural domain

describes the extent to which the beliefs, values, and

norms of the system foster or inhibit implementation

of new practices or guidelines. The technical domain

encompasses the degree to which personnel in the

system have the training and skill to achieve clinical

integration of new practices and guidelines.

Thus, a comprehensive treatment evaluation pro-

gram should involve an analysis of the contexts

in which each treatment is to be both evaluated and,

eventually, disseminated. Such an analysis would

really gauge the fit between a treatment and the

relevant contexts.

In several areas of current scientific development,

the clinical integration of new treatments may raise

ethical and public policy issues (e.g., treatment

assignment based on genotype). Thinking through

these concerns in a transdisciplinary fashion may well

require the consideration of perspectives, methods,

and viewpoints of scholars and researchers from

diverse fields (e.g., ethics, public policy, sociology,

psychology, law).

In sum, an informed treatment appraisal demands

that the natures of treatments be meaningfully

assessed. Does the treatment comprise diverse ele-

ments (support, education, pharmacology)? Do treat-

ment elements have complementary goals and

mechanisms of action? Are the treatment and the

treatment delivery system appropriate for the targeted

population, staff, and context in which they will be

used? These are just a few examples of the kinds

of complex concerns related to clinical integration of

new, beneficial treatments. Without identifying and

addressing such concerns, the full benefit of cutting-

edge research leading to new, efficacious treatments

will never be fully realized.

Consistent with a transdisciplinary approach, the

various TTURCs are evaluating a wide range of

treatments. For instance, treatments being evaluated

comprise individual pharmacotherapies (e.g., NRT,

bupropion SR; Lerman, Ruth, et al., 2002; Lerman,

Shields, et al., 2002), combinations of pharmacother-

apies (e.g., NRTznaltrexone [Krishnan-Sarin, Meandzija,

& O’Malley, in press], bupropion SRznicotine gum),

as well as a variety of counseling strategies. Some

treatments fall outside the typical range of cessation

modalities. For instance, the Minnesota TTURC is

examining the impact of reducing the number of

cigarettes smoked as a treatment goal. Other treat-

ments involve novel delivery systems (e.g., the

computer-delivered Internet access system developed

by an industrial engineer [Gustafson et al., 1999] being

used at the Wisconsin TTURC).

Mechanisms and proximal outcomes

As Figure 1 makes clear, we posit that short-term

treatment effects can be conceptualized as actions

on mechanisms or proximal outcomes. We discuss

mechanisms and proximal outcomes together, since

the distinction is based on the goals and theoretical

perspectives of the researcher and since they may

frequently be thought to have reciprocal relations. A

mechanism is an effect of treatment that is thought to

mediate or produce desired proximal and ultimate

outcomes. Change in a mechanism need not be

intrinsically desirable or undesirable. Rather, it may

be meaningful only in relation to other, significant

outcomes. For instance, if a desired outcome of

treatment is increased tobacco abstinence at 1 month

posttreatment and the treatment modality is tobacco

refusal skills, then presumably the mechanism via

which treatment works is inculcation of enhanced

refusal skills—which could be assessed with behav-

ioral observation, peer or social network ratings, and

self-report. Although proximal outcomes and mechan-

isms may be characterized on bases such as intrinsic

desirability, the main distinction between them con-

cerns their stipulated role in the investigator’s

theoretical model of how treatment works.

Treatment mechanisms lend themselves to multi-

level integrated assessment and analyses. For instance,

if one were to assume that a treatment diminishes

appetitive responses to drug cues (i.e., responses that

reflect a disposition to approach; e.g., Robinson &

Berridge, 1993; Zinser, Fiore, Davidson, & Baker,

1999), then one might use imaging assays to assess

activity in the nucleus accumbens (Breiter et al., 1997),

cortical electrophysiological measures of cerebral

asymmetry (e.g., Zinser et al., 1999), behavioral and

electromyographic measures of motor response, and

attitudinal/self-report measures of intention and

affect. Moreover, one might use both neuropharmaco-

logic models and human information processing

models to generate predictions about how responses

should be integrated (e.g., Baker, Morse, & Sherman,

1987; Kramer & Goldman, 2003; Robinson &

Berridge, 1993).

Examples of possible mechanism types and asso-

ciated measures are presented in Table 1.
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A proximal outcome is an effect of treatment that

can be measured shortly after treatment and that has

intrinsic significance. That is, without reference to its

relationship with other outcomes or consequences, it

is clearly desirable or undesirable (e.g., a side effect)

from the perspective of treatment evaluation. As

noted above, the distinction between mechanisms

and proximal outcomes is dependent on the goals

and model of the researcher. For instance, it is

possible that one investigator might conceptualize

withdrawal symptoms as a proximal outcome—that

is, that it is intrinsically desirable that withdrawal

symptoms be reduced by treatment. This investigator

might also conceptualize withdrawal symptoms as a

mediator/mechanism of treatment outcomes—that is,

that reducing withdrawal is what allows individuals to

become and remain abstinent. Another investigator—

say, one who believes that relapse is caused by

incentive properties of drugs (e.g., Robinson &

Berridge, 1993; Stewart, Lemaire, Roache, &

Meisch, 1994)—might view withdrawal symptoms as

only a proximal outcome and not a mediator of

treatment actions.

Typical measures of proximal outcome might

include immediate abstinence, reductions in alveolar

carbon monoxide levels, withdrawal symptoms/urges,

adverse events, reductions in exposure to tobacco

toxins (e.g., tars), and monetary savings. Of course,

there is no litmus test for proximal outcomes—one

investigator might see enhanced drug refusal skills as

intrinsically beneficial, and another may not.

Individual differences. The interrelationships among

treatments, mechanisms, and proximal outcomes

offer many opportunities for moderation by indivi-

dual differences. For instance, features of individual

tobacco users might influence how treatments affect

either mechanisms of change or proximal outcomes,

or individual differences might influence the interre-

lationships of mechanisms and outcomes. The possi-

ble moderating influences are legion. For instance,

substantial evidence suggests that gender influences

smoking cessation rates (e.g., Wetter et al., 1999)

and that gender and female hormones may affect

withdrawal symptomatology (Allen, Hatsukami,

Christianson, & Brown, 2000; Perkins et al., 2000;

Piasecki et al., 1998; Piasecki, Jorenby, Smith,

Fiore, & Baker, 2003a, 2003b). One could easily sur-

mise that smoking cessation treatments such as nico-

tine replacement are less effective in suppressing

withdrawal symptoms in women than in men

(Hatsukami et al., 1995), and that this difference, in

turn, reduces women’s ability to quit (cf. Perkins,

2001). Conversely, there is evidence that bupropion

has equivalent efficacy in men and women (Collins

et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2003). Therefore, one

might posit that bupropion produces equivalent

effects on withdrawal symptoms across sexes (or on

affect, since research by Lerman, Roth, et al., 2002,

suggests that affective status may be a more impor-

tant determinant of outcomes). The particular exam-

ple used is not critical. It is used merely to indicate

that individual difference variables may predict

differential relationships among treatments, mechan-

isms, and proximal outcomes, and that these moder-

ated relationships may change from one treatment

to another (say, nicotine replacement therapy vs.

bupropion).

Recently, a great deal of research attention has

focused on genetic factors that contribute to smoking

behavior. Twin studies have documented a significant

contribution of heritable factors to smoking initiation

and nicotine dependence (Sullivan & Kendler, 1999).

Molecular genetic approaches are being used to

identify the specific genetic variants that contribute

to various smoking-related phenotypes. Attention has

focused on genetic variants in neurotransmitter path-

ways that regulate reward processes and affect (e.g.,

dopamine, serotonin), as well as nicotine-specific

pathways (e.g., nicotinic receptors, nicotine metabo-

lism; for a review, see Lerman & Berrettini, 2003).

Studies of smoking treatment may provide an optimal

research context for genetics research, since the

phenotype of smoking cessation (and its proximal

outcomes) can be well defined (Lerman & Niaura,

2002). Such research has the potential to lead to the

tailoring of treatment modality and dose to individual

differences in genotype (Evans & Relling, 1999).

A brief list of some of the individual differences

that might moderate interrelationships could include

gender, particular genotypes, temperament (e.g.,

impulsivity or negative affectivity), age, socioeconomic

status, ethnicity, psychiatric status, nicotine depen-

dence, coping style (e.g., problem focused vs. ineffec-

tive escapist), and so on. These variables are suggested

by evidence that they are related to treatment efficacy

or to change in potential process measures/mechanisms.

The University of Pennsylvania TTURC is investi-

gating how individual differences in genotype moder-

ate the effectiveness of different pharmacotherapies

Table 1. Treatment mechanisms and related measure

Type of mechanism Candidate measure

Biological/physiological Neuroimaging
Neurochemistry
Pharmacodynamics
Coping skill quality

Behavioral Coping skill quantity
Exercise level

Cognitive/information Implicit attitudes
processing Automaticity

Interaction patterns
Interpersonal Social networks

Media coverage
Societal/cultural Price/taxation measures

Cessation benefits coverage
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for smoking cessation (e.g., bupropion, NRTs).

Recent data from this center suggest that smokers

with a decreased activity variant of CYP2B6 experi-

ence greater cravings following cessation and have a

higher likelihood of relapse. This effect is moderated

by an individual difference variable. Among females,

bupropion appears to attenuate the effects of genetic

predisposition on relapse (Lerman, Roth, et al., 2002).

Reciprocal effects. As Figure 1 denotes, we are

assuming the possibility of reciprocal relations

(mutual influences) between mechanisms and proxi-

mal outcomes. For instance, execution of coping

responses (a mechanism of treatment) might be

responsible for early tobacco cessation, but once an

individual begins to relapse (a proximal outcome) he

or she may forgo further coping, perhaps because of

abstinence violation effect—the tendency to ‘‘give

up’’ after an initial setback (Marlatt & Gordon,

1980).

Similarly, a treatment might be thought to work by

reducing tobacco withdrawal symptoms. Reduced

withdrawal symptoms would constitute the mechan-

ism through which treatment enhances short-term

abstinence (the proximal outcome). A transdisci-

plinary approach would assess withdrawal symptoms

across various response channels: self-report of affect,

responding for nonpharmacologic incentives (Harrison

et al., 2001), and information processing efficiency.

While withdrawal symptoms, as measured by these

indices, might influence the likelihood of tobacco use,

these indices in turn might also reflect the impacts of

tobacco use.

In considering such relations, it is important to keep

in mind that treatments may exert their actions via

multiple mechanisms and that each mechanism may

operate via sets of overlapping and unique processes.

These considerations reveal the obstacles to capturing

the complex change processes via unidimensional

assessments. Moreover, response systems may exert

additive or interactive effects, both within and across

evaluation facets (e.g., mechanisms/proximal out-

comes). Finally, it is important to note that all of

these relations may be affected by both individual

differences and contextual factors.

The TTURCs target a wider range of measures to

tap mechanisms and proximal outcomes. Moreover,

the studies explore how impacts on such measures

may be moderated by individual differences and

contextual factors.

One line of the Yale University TTURC research

starts with the premise that relapse is caused, in part,

by the priming of brain incentive systems, an effect

that is partially opioid in nature. Priming may be

occasioned by exposure to either tobacco or tobacco

cues. In addition, researchers have noted that relapse

often occurs in the context of alcohol use (Burton &

Tiffany, 1997; Dick et al., 2001; Drobes et al., 2000;

Istvan & Matarazzo, 1984; Shiffman et al., 1994;

Zimmerman, Warheit, Ulbrich, & Auth, 1990). Yale

researchers, therefore, hypothesized that naltrexone

might be an efficacious tobacco treatment, since it

both antagonizes opiate effects and reduces alcohol

intake (King & Meyer; 2000; O’Malley et al., 1992,

O’Malley, Krishnan-Sarin, Farren, Sinha, & Kreek,

2002; O’Malley & Froehlich, 2003; Volpicelli,

Alterman, Hayashida, & O’Brien, 1992). Thus, this

research explores the mediation of naltrexone effects

via two different routes or mechanisms: (1) slips back

to tobacco use will not result in full relapse because

naltrexone will antagonize tobacco-induced priming;

(2) reduced alcohol use will translate into higher

tobacco abstinence rates because of naltrexone’s

suppression of alcohol intake. The latter mechanism

will be specific to alcohol users and is another example

of a mechanism that is moderated by an individual

difference.

TTURC research provides many other examples

of mechanism and proximal outcome measures. For

instance, the Minnesota TTURC will assess proximal

outcomes thought to index tobacco toxin exposure

(e.g., NNAL, NNAL-Gluc, 4-aminobiphenyl hemo-

globin adducts, F2 isoprostanes). The Yale TTURC

will assess hormone levels, changes in weight,

abstinence rates, and cost-benefit outcomes (McLel-

lan, Lewis, O’Brien, & Kleber, 2000). The University

of Pennsylvania TTURC will assess changes in affect

and cravings (Lerman, Roth, et al., 2002b), as well as

other neurobehavioral measures, such as neurocogni-

tive performance. Many of these effects will be

examined with respect to individual differences and

micro and macro contextual features.

Ultimate outcomes

As with other elements of the conceptual model

presented in Figure 1, ultimate outcomes is a fuzzy

set—it has no clear demarcations, and its boundaries

therefore are somewhat arbitrary. For instance,

postcessation abstinence could be considered either a

proximal or ultimate outcome, depending on when it is

measured and the goals of the researcher. In general,

ultimate outcomes may be thought of as variables

measured when they have achieved a stable state or

when the downstream, distal effects of treatment (and

consequential increased cessation) have had an

opportunity to exert effects through a wide range of

relevant systems (physical, societal, economic, and so

on).

We emphasize the importance of ultimate outcomes

because they are vital but little studied. Ultimate

outcomes might include consequences of treatment/

cessation such as long-term changes in healthcare use,

morbidity/mortality, changes in physical activity,

psychiatric status, work productivity, social networks,
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tobacco use by other family members, demoralization

and reduced likelihood of subsequent quit attempts,

weight status, and so on. One might also include

treatment impacts that don’t directly involve the

treated individual. For instance, interventions with

broad dissemination, such as statewide quit lines, may

raise awareness of tobacco use and create ripple

effects that influence institutional and governmental

policy. Moreover, the eventual impacts of treatment

on the remaining population of tobacco users could be

construed as an ultimate outcome (e.g., widespread

availability of over-the-counter nicotine replacement

therapy could affect the nature of the population of

remaining smokers). This listing of exemplars under-

scores again that a comprehensive evaluation of

treatments demands a multifaceted approach to

conceptualization and assessment.

Finally, as Figure 1 makes clear: (1) ultimate

outcomes may be influenced both by mechanisms

activated by treatment and by proximal outcomes (in

which case the proximal outcomes may be construed

as mediators/mechanisms of ultimate outcomes); (2)

individual differences may moderate interrelations

among mechanisms, proximal outcomes, and ultimate

outcomes; and (3) all these relations occur within

micro/macro contexts that conditionalize them (e.g.,

reduction of lung cancer may be moderated by

environmental air quality, costs moderated by

nature of health care available).

Consistent with the nature of most tobacco

research, TTURC researchers have focused on

proximal outcomes. However, some TTURC research

does focus on ultimate outcomes. For instance,

Minnesota TTURC researchers will track long-term

morbidity and mortality rates. These researchers have

obtained permission to access subjects’ medical

records over the course of each individual’s lifetime.

Theoretic integration

A transdisciplinary approach demands more than just

a broad, multifaceted assessment plan. As noted

earlier, it requires integration such that concepts and

theories from one discipline are melded with concepts

and theories from other disciplines, resulting in novel

approaches or hypotheses. Thus, an emergent pro-

perty of transdisciplinarity is the generation of research

questions and approaches that otherwise would not

occur.

How might such integration look? Examples might

be that certain personality types or constructs would

suggest gene loci to investigate for associations with

dependence, and, conversely, genetic correlates of

dependence might suggest the further investigation

of particular personality traits, such as extraversion or

sensation-seeking (Sabol et al., 1999). Such associa-

tions might suggest novel risk factors for tobacco

use that could be addressed via novel psychosocial

treatments. Alternatively, the role of heritable influ-

ences on the success or likelihood of tobacco cessation

might vary with respect to particular environmental

contexts, suggesting new models of gene-environment

correlation or interaction that could be used to guide

treatment development and evaluation (Dick et al.,

2001). In addition, there is emerging evidence that

neurocognitive traits associated with use of nicotine

and other substances have a significant heritable

component (Bates & Malhotra, 2002). Research that

elucidates the mediating role of such traits in the

development and maintenance of nicotine dependence

could point to novel pharmacologic and behavioral

approaches for smoking prevention and treatment

(Lerman & Berrettini, 2003).

The above are just a few examples of how

transdisciplinarity might affect treatment development

and evaluation. Additional exciting developments

should follow when current models are integrated,

both theoretically and in the laboratory. For instance,

behavioral economic findings on temporal discounting

(Bickel, Odum, & Madden, 1999) might be integrated

with research on neuropharmacologic substrata of

disinhibition (Shaham, Erb, & Stewart, 2000), and

the result, in turn, could be related to genotypes

influencing impulsivity.

Another sort of integration that was not addressed

directly in our treatment model concerns the integra-

tion of developmental perspectives, an overarching

or metadiscipline, with other disciplines of tobacco

treatment research. The TTURCs that focus on

treatment research, no doubt, will benefit from work

being done by centers that focus on the development

of nicotine addiction. An appreciation of factors

that contribute to the transition of nonusers to users

of tobacco should suggest new targets for treatment

(needs that are being met by tobacco use), and such

knowledge may provide better methods for treatment

matching. In this light, most of the discussion in this

paper has focused on the treatment of dependent

tobacco users. However, intervention could occur at

many points across the development of dependent

tobacco users. Tobacco use may be influenced by

different factors or motives across its development.

For example, contextual and social factors (cultural

messages, promotion, cost, peer and family influences)

may play a significant role during the onset of tobacco

use. However, these factors may play a lesser role

in the maintenance of chronic tobacco use when

physiological dependence and heritability for main-

tenance assume more dominant roles. In sum, theories

and data generated by a developmental perspective

have the potential to complement the contributions of

other disciplines in enhancing tobacco treatment

research.

The TTURCs provide numerous examples of the

integration of diverse disciplines and levels of analysis.

The University of Pennsylvania TTURC integrates
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theoretical perspectives from psychology, genetics,

and ethics/policy. The Minnesota TTURC integrates

biochemistry, pharmacology, psychology, and medi-

cine. The Wisconsin TTURC integrates psychology,

internal medicine, engineering, and cognitive neuros-

ciences. These examples capture integration from

a global, remote perspective. A closer examination,

focused, for example, on the Yale TTURC, reveals the

integration of learned-helplessness models, nicotinic

and opioid neuropharmacology, and clinical trials.

This brief overview provides just a glimpse of the

broad perspective that may be gained on the treatment

of tobacco use by integrating research findings within

and across the TTURC projects.

Summary

A comparison of the evaluation model presented in

this paper (Figure 1) and the transdisciplinary research

undertaken at the participating TTURCs reveals that

transdisciplinary treatment research, while in an early

stage of development, has been markedly enhanced

by the NIH TTURC program. Moreover, we believe

that the model reveals the potential worth of a broad,

inclusive approach to tobacco treatment research. Of

course, transdisciplinary tobacco research is in its

infancy, and thus the benefits are as yet unproven.

Therefore, future research should evaluate the relative

cost-effectiveness of transdisciplinary research efforts

compared with more traditional research strategies.

Moreover, it is important for the reader to bear in

mind that the TTURC research programs described

above are fledgling and by no means capture the

potential of mature transdisciplinary research efforts.

Finally, we hope the research perspective we have

outlined will serve as a guide to future efforts to

understand how treatments work and how they can be

improved.
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